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	We believe that learning in computer science and engineering should reflect the
	current state of the field, as well as introduce the principles that are shaping computing.
	We also feel that readers in every specialty of computing need to appreciate
	the organizational paradigms that determine the capabilities, performance,
	and, ultimately, the success of computer systems.


	Modern computer technology requires professionals of every computing specialty
	to understand both hardware and software. The interaction between hardware
	and software at a variety of levels also offers a framework for understanding
	the fundamentals of computing. Whether your primary interest is hardware or
	software, computer science or electrical engineering, the central ideas in computer
	organization and design are the same. Thus, our emphasis in this book is to show
	the relationship between hardware and software and to focus on the concepts that
	are the basis for current computers.


	The audience for this book includes those with little experience in assembly
	language or logic design who need to understand basic computer organization as
	well as readers with backgrounds in assembly language and/or logic design who
	want to learn how to design a computer or understand how a system works and
	why it performs as it does.
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Networking All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The ultimate reference guide for network administrators


	Network administrators now have a single, convenient place to turn for all the information they need. Networking All-in-One For Dummies, 4th Edition is like ten books in one, covering such topics as networking basics, network security, setting...
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Software Product Management and Pricing: Key Success Factors for Software OrganizationsSpringer, 2009
Amazingly, in a time in which book fairs are overflowing with a multitude of new publications, there are important topics which are not yet addressed in literature. Software product management used to be one of these, software pricing still is. When we first dealt with these subjects in IBM in the 1980s, it was like occult science ith a few...
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Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Insider SolutionsSams Publishing, 2003
          Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Insider Solutions picks up where other books leave off by highlighting tips, tricks, shortcuts, and best practices for Windows Server 2003. This book assumes the reader has a good working knowledge of Windows 2003 or Windows 2000 and now wants to know the...
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Load Balancing Servers, Firewalls, and CachesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	From an industry insider--a close look at high-performance, end-to-end switching solutions

	Load balancers are fast becoming an indispensable solution for handling the huge traffic demands of the Web. Their ability to solve a multitude of network and server bottlenecks in the Internet age ranges from dramatic improvements in server...
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Thinking Fluid Dynamics With Dolphins (Stand Alone)IOS Press, 2002
This small volume is the English edition of a Japanese book   entitled "Learning fluid dynamics from dolphins". The title is derived from   the fact that "Dolphins swim too fast to be explained scientifically". The   first person to clearly describe this phenomenon was the English biologist   Sir James Gray (J.Gray, 1936), and...
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Learning SQLO'Reilly, 2005
SQL (Structured Query Language) is a standard programming  language for generating, manipulating, and retrieving information from a  relational database. If you're working with a relational database--whether  you're writing applications, performing administrative tasks, or generating  reports--you need to know how to interact...
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